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FADE IN:

EXT. TIBET. 

An overhead shot of Tibet; noticing a temple right in the 
center. Closing in on it, we enter --

INT. TIBET - TEMPLE. 

Track through the temple passing various obstacles and tools 
along the way. Notice someone meditating, humming to keep 
them calm and focused -- centered. 

PULL ROUND revealing OZ. 

His eyes jet open, a gasp escaping him as he speaks --

OZ
Its almost here...

SMASH CUT TO:

THIS JULY
FADE IN:

INT. VI & JENNIFER’S APARTMENT - VI’S BEDROOM - NIGHT. 

Pulling out a duffle bag, VI continues to pick. Another 
presence enters the room and she spins around in a hasty 
motion. 

JENNIFER
I can’t let you go. 

She throws the bag up over her shoulder. 

VI
This is for the best.  

SMASH CUT TO:



INT. CLEVELAND - STREET - NIGHT. 

A car takes off down the road, plummeting into the darkness 
of the broadening night; disappearing in its midst. 

VI (V.O.)
I’m sorry. 

SMASH CUT TO:

A FRIENDSHIP
FADE IN:

INT. ANTHONY’S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - NIGHT.

ANTHONY looks up, blood trickling down his bruised face; 
staring up at FAITH who looks right back at him. 

ANTHONY
Don’t do this. 

FAITH
Sacrifices must be made. 

SMASH CUT TO:

BECOMES A WAR
FADE IN:

INT. FAITH & ROBIN’S APARTMENT - DAY. 

The whole apartment goes dark, wind and smoke rushes round 
causing a tornado effect, electrical surges begin to take 
effect. 

THE CIRCLE appear. 

CIRCLE MEMBER #2
What we.

CIRCLE MEMBER #1
Told you remains the same.
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(CONTINUED)



FAITH
My baby is not some harbinger of 
death, alright! It will not bring 
about the end of existence!

CIRCLE MEMBERS
(together)

Yes, it will. 

On Faith’s fear we --

SMASH CUT TO:

INT. ANTHONY’S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - NIGHT. 

A surgical ripple of energy SLAMS into Jennifer, consuming 
her in a painful strike. She is thrown back --

CUT TO:

INT. DESTROYER’S HOME DIMENSION.

Faith throws her fist up -- hitting the demon with a forceful 
blow to the jaw. 

CUT TO:

INT. UNDERGROUND CAVE - BELOW CITY - NIGHT. 

A young red headed child, tried down to a large rock with 
bright lights engulfing her, SCREAMS into frame. 

CUT TO:

INT. ANTHONY’S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - NIGHT. 

Anthony swings the battle axe right at Faith, and as its 
about to meet her face we --

BLACKOUT:

RETURNING SOON
FADE IN:
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INT. DESTROYER’S HOME DIMENSION.

Our two famous faces, the slayers Faith and Vi stand there, 
shocked and stunned at what has just happened -- both looking 
around; making them more nervous.

FAITH
(cracking a joke)

Bright side?

VI
(still looking round)

Is there one?

FAITH
(forced giggle)

I don’t think we have to worry 
about the apocalypse anymore.

Vi just looks at Faith with a “are you serious face”.

BLACKOUT.
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